Learn about all the benefits of Drake Labs

The evolution of CAD/CAM technology now provides an opportunity for Drake Dental Laboratory to create implant abutments with clinically proven zirconia, goldhue and titanium materials in single- or multiple-unit applications. Drake Labs can produce well-designed abutments that provide ideal soft-tissue management by creating the proper emergence from the implant interface to the desired gingival margin.

This revolutionary technology provides the most predictable and cost-effective foundation for the resulting full-coverage definitive restoration, according to the company.

Drake’s implant specialist, Mark Stueck, CDT, has been with Drake Dental Laboratory since 1989. He is a member of the American Academy of Implant Dentistry, Charlotte Implant Study Club and Charlotte Chapter of the Seattle Study Club, NBC and NADL.

Drake Dental Laboratory offers:
• patient-specific design,
• titanium, goldhue and zirconia materials choice,
• ideal emergence profiles,
• accurate and precise margins,
• cost effectiveness and cost predictability,
• and compatibility with most implant systems.

Henry Schein to invest in BioHorizons

Henry Schein, provider of health care products and services to office-based dental and medical practitioners, has announced plans to invest in dental implant manufacturer BioHorizons. With the strategic acquisition, which follows an investment in European company CAMLOG Biotechnologies, the company aims at expanding its position in the dental specialty market.

Henry Schein reached an agreement to acquire a 60 percent interest in BioHorizons, a U.S.-based manufacturer of advanced dental implants sold internationally. Under the agreement, BioHorizons, with revenue of approximately $115 million, will continue to operate as an independent company. The financial terms of the proposed transaction were not disclosed. Henry Schein expects to complete the transaction by the end of the year.